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1. Introduction --.s-- 

As experience has been gained at A. and A.T;.E. on the testing of 

helicopters fitted nith turbine enginea, methods of testing 3nd rn3lysis have 
been modified end, in particular, more use has been made of nowdimension3l 
methods. Cerlier Reports (Ref. 1, 2, 3, 4) have de,iLt with the basis of the 
methods and wit?? particuler techniques; the present Report extends the work 
to cescribe the detailed planni~ of fli:,ht trials and, for convenience and 
because of the limited circulation of some of the previous nork, coiltains 
sufficient of' lhc earlier msterial to form a coherent account of bolh the 
p1ann.i~ of trials and the anclysis of the results. 

The use o.." non-dimensional methods in helicopter performance fli,ht testing, 
ten eliminate a large part of the labour of reducing teat results to sta,adard 
conditions, which occurs ~5th convectional flight test techniques, while at the 
same time increesins the probable accuracy of the results and, in some cases, 
decreasin:, the flyin:- time necessary to obtain the revired information from a 
trial. It nil1 be sho;m, however, t&t to obtain the maximum information from 
this method, it is essential that trials should be carefully planned in adwnce. 
The planning process 3zi.11 be examined for various types of test, but the 
methods shos;l here are not unique and may be adapted or replaced accordi% to 
the needs of the test proGramme under consiceration and the preference3 of 
t‘ne Trials' Officer, provided that certain essential conditions are fulfilled. 
These may be summarised by four questions which will have been anwered when 
a trial has been planned:- 

1. ‘hat results are required? 

2. (a) Can these results be octtained ct the tri.a site? 

or (b) Uhat characteristics (temperature and altitude) should the 
trial site have? 

3. Wnot flighta are necessary to obtain the required results? 

4. Jhat informtion is necessary lo allon these fl.iChts to be made? 

The importance of pre-trial planniq~ can be seen by considering a test for 
which results ore required for the helicopter operating in both temperate and 
tropical conditions. By careful planning it may sometimes be possible to 
obtain all the results by operatin; from one site but even if this is not 
feasible it uill usually be possible to obtain, from flights made in, say, 
temperate conditions, sufficient result3 applicable to tropical conditions to 
enable the tropics1 trial to be planned economically and to spot at an earl:7 
stage any inconsistency bet-reen the temperate rind tropical results. 

2. Parameter3 used in the Non-Dimensional Method . --.s .A%.- - -. -_- -- --- 

The non-dimensional parameters which define a particular mode of flight 
cam be convetiently and most accurntely‘obtained by dimensional analysis and the 
results of doink this in relation to helicopter performance are stated in Ref. 1, 
These results ~~11 form the basis of the methods discussed in this Report and 
for completeness the assumption3 made and the results obtelned nil1 be stated 
briefly. 

/It 
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It is assumed that the perform-mce of a member of a fadly of geomet- 
rically similar helicopters &pen&s only on its size, power, ste&y state 
motion, mei;ht an15 rotor speed ad on air pressure an< temperature. It 
till be shonn that it is sometimes necessaq to coasi<er the case where 
pressure and temperature are replaced by density. This simplifies the 
application of the method in some nays but some loss of accuracy may be 
incurred since the results obtainec? will not be at a standard, constant 
Mach Ko., The viscosity and the humiditjr of the air ?n3. the mess distri- 
bution of the ro or system are neglected. 

The most general case that will be considered is that of a machine in 
climbing and transletional fli<Jt ~5th the state or the air Cefined b; its 
pressure and temperature. Then, using symbols riefined on pages 29 and 30 

P = f(R, V, VC, Z, 0, p, T) 

and dimensional analysis gives 

-&=f(iii)(%)(k)(-$) 
If instead, air density is used 

.& = f(~)~)(-&) - (2) 

It is, of course, Tossible to define the state of the air in terzls of 
its density an6 temperature in which case a form similar to (2) is obtained, 

except that there is the additional term s 
0 

and results using this form 

would be at a standard Xaoh No. In practice this form is not used becs,use 
air density csnnot be easily measured and pressure sd temperature can: the 
only advantage of bringins density Into the piotwe is to obtain the form 
given by (2) in whzch the poiser parameter is a function of three variables - 
one less th?.n that found in (1). 

It is convenient to replace the atmos:lheric pressure, density and 
temperature b:r their ratios to sea level standard values and also to refer 
the rotor speed to a stadard value. Then for a pwticular helicopter where 
R is constant, (1) ad (2) may be written 

__ od* 

/If 

3i These quantities are no longer, of course, non-dimensional but give 
convenient numerical values. They are often, loosely, referred to as 
"non-dimensional parameters". 
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If a test has to be made with constant roior speed it is impossible to 

maintain "/JO constant and results null be at a non-standard liach I!o. unless 
the ambient temperature during the tests is that of the standzd condition 
for srhich results are required. The form obtained from (4), with w = constant, 
must then be used. Thus 

_- (5)” 

Equations (3) - (5) s.re the basic forms used in perform&Ice measurelent 
but it will be found convenient to rearrelllge then for oertein tests: this will 
be noted in the discussion of tine test concerned. As hcs &reedy been 
mentioned results obteine& by the use of the forms Siven in equations (4) 
and (5) will not be at a standard Idach No. This is an important qualifi- 
cation and its implications ~&sill be discussed in Section 3. If equation (j) 
is used all results till be at a standard Nach Eo. and both the Mach No. base6 
on the forward speed, V, and the I.lach No. based on the rotor speed, fl, mill be 

T$reot if mb'0 snd "/OJ are kept constant. It is possible to write equation 
23 

and it is seen that in this form the various paremeters proportional to Kach 
No. are explioity stated. 

In obtaining (j) - (5) the viscosity of air has been neglected an6 thus 
results till not be at a standard Reynolds No. It is not possible to maintain 

Reynolds No. constant if "/w and "/fl0 are to be constant but I'G is possible to 
desi@ special tests to checl- the effect of chcngiw Reynol&s No. These tests 
will be discussed in Section 4 but for current helicopters it has been found 
(from a limited number of tests) that 'Lhe error in neglecting Reynolds No. is 
small. 

The non-ciimeasionsl groups used to define performance hve been obtained by 
dimensional annlvsls and this is the recommeded metho&. Dimensional an~alysic, 
however, does no'; help in deciding the relative importance of the parameters 
obtained ati 1.t is sometimes necessary to exwine the pol:er equation to decide 
the best method of grouping IAe basio qUlsntities &.wi~~, the dimensional 
anelysis. A good example of this technique r-d1 beused in Eection 6 but 
since it is of general inlerest the equations ~~11 be examined now. 

The power required at the rotor in skeady flight may be stated as 

Power requulred = Induced power + Climb po-er + Parasitic po"er + 
Profile power 

and for performace calculations a commonly used form of this equation is 

/P = 

3E These quantities are no lon,rer, of course, non-dimensional but i,ive 
convenient numerical vslues. They are often, loosely, referred to as 
"non-dimensional" parameters". 
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p = wv + TNc + Dl~pv3 + s Asn3R3 
104P0 

CD (1 + wz, _ (6) 

Nhere CD = f  

rearranging with all constants denoted by C where the definition ad numeticsl 
value of C varies on each occasion it is used, gives 

where CD = f 

TIIUS +&=fe)($:) 

It mould be expected that the power equation, being dimensionelly correct, 
would yield non-dimensional umups and in +&is case the result aG,ees dth 
equation (G) but it is seen that the use of a simple form of the Dower 
equation has resulted in the power parameter bein; indepedent of-iiaoh No. 
In fact, of cburse, Ilach No. effects could have been included by miting 
the blade drag coefficient as a function of "/40 as well as rT/aw2. 

If a test has to be made with constant rotor speed then 

5 = f (3 (Vc) (V) 

This form is convenient for level flight tests (dth VC = 0) but for 

climbing flight it is more convenient to ohenge the form to 

; = f@(VJ(V) 

so that power anS dexity are both functions of neight alone. 

When operatiR: close to the &round to uleasure vertical performance it is 
not possible to keeg "'/cr constmt without bsilastiw betrreen tests. To she 
the effect of chmil;;es in "/a consider equation (6) which may be mitten 

p/\-J = 'X3 "D v+vc+-+-?- 
"'/d "/d 

[l + cv21 

'"/d 

where CD = f ("/6) and v = C 
J- 

v2 + [VC + VI2 
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and it is seen that since both the induced power and profile poi'er terms depend 

on "/o neither w.11 be correct if '/o varies. To use either of these forms 
would lead to serious inaccuraczes but the problem cai be, at least, partially 

62 ' 
solved. From equation (7), multiplying through by /!?e- 

Only the profile power term contains "p and V and :hus, if when measuring 

rate of climb near the ground, the terms '&/$/2 and @/& are kept constant, 

the results n-i.11 be correct except for profile drag. This error will be 
significant but for any test it would be worthnhile to estimate the error for 
the probable change in weight to see if, or how often, reballasting would be 
necessary. 

In this section power, P, has been taken to mean power required by the 
rotor and it should be emphasised that this is not the same thing as the power 
given by the engine. Nor, in general, do the two have a simple relationship: 
The power absorbed by the tail rotor and in mechanical losses in the engine 
and transmission mill vary not only with sir density, temperature etc. but 
also with factors like the grade of oil used in the engine and the variation 
may not be a function of the parameters used to define the poner required at 
the rotor. Results predicted for stsndard conditions from tests made in 
non-standard conditions will only be true in terms of the power required at 
the rotor. The error in spesking of engine power is likely to be small snd 
since eventually most results heve to be related to engine Rower to obtain, 
for instedce, maximum rate of climb or hover ceiling it is better in 
practice to measure the engine power rather then rotor povier if a torque- 
meter is beinS used. Exceptionally, if an accurate engine calibration for 
the engine to be used in tne trial is available rotor power may be measured, 

3. General Principles 

If a non-dimensional approach is not employed the most common method of 
testing helicopters is to fly in conditions as near to the standard conditions 
(at which results are required) as possible and to make allowance for variations 
from the sta,ndard conditions &en reducing the results. The variatioxs are 6' 
two sorts; first those which are inherent in the non-standard condition but 
which remain constsnt during a flight, e.g. ambient temperature, and, secondlyg 
those which, although they may be correct at some point in time, vary during 
flight, e.g. weight. Now, if a non-dimensional approach is used tie steinlard 
conditions will imply certain values of the non-dimensional parameters which 

/define 
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define the particular test under consideration and provided that these are 
numerically correct during the test the results obtained (in non-dimensional 
fo,m) till be valid, within the assumptions made to obtain the non-dimensional 
parameters, end no reduction will be necessary except to obtsin the dimensionsl 
results required from the non-dimensional test results: similarly when a 
non-dimensional result hss been obtained for the particular value of the non- 
dimensional parameter it is also valid for any combination of the dimensional 
variables provided that they yield the correct value of the parameter, and 
provided that, for any given set of the dimensional variables the value of the 
dependent variable inherent in the vslue of the non-dimensional result is 
feasible. For example, it is possible to predict a power for level flight 
in certain conditions where, in those conditions, the engine would be 
incapable of Giving that power. Engine end airframe limitations must also 
be taken into aocount when predicting such results. Once tile value of a 
non-dimensional parameter appropriate to the stadsrd conditions has been 
decided it is immaterial what values the individual variables take for the 
test provided the vslue of the parameter as a whole is correct. If, *s is 
usuel during .s flight, more than one test is made it is necessary to ensure 
that the value of the non-dimensional parameter is correct at the start of 
each test. Thus if the parameter ('/6) is being maintained constant the 
altitude for successive tests has to be increased.as fuel is used and the 
A.U.W. decreases. I . 

If n trial is to be made using non-dimensional methods five cs?ects 
should be consiaered when planning the trial. 

1. The choice of non-dimensional parameters for the particular test IXI 
In all cases discussed in this R ort these will be one of the sets 

",F $Zeters contained in equation.3 (3), (3 or (5) or a form derived from one 
of these equations. If it is possible to vary the rotor sueed either 
equation (3) or equation (4) will be used but as explained in Section 2 
results obtained using equation (3) will be at a standard ilach No. and will, 
therefore, be more accurate. Besides this advantage it will be shosm that 
this method is also easier to use in the air but against these advantages is 
the fact that equation (4) contains oneleospsrometer than equation (3) an& 
the use of equation (4) allows 211 the results from level flight tests to be 
presented in one diagram. 

Up to non most level flight testin& has been carried out using the 
'//s method of equation (3) but recently an attempt has been made to assess 

the probable loss in aocuraoy if the w/m2 method of equation (4) is used. 
The metbod of doing this is discussed in Section (4) and, so far, from a 
limited number of tests, the results have been inconclusive. Yhen oon- 
sidering this question it should be borne in mind that the loss of accureoy 
will depend to a great extend on the differences between the stenderd 
conclition~ for which results are required and the test conditions. 

It is recommended that, at present, the '/6 method should be used 
unless there is experimental evidence that the loss in accuracy inherent in 
the W/m2 method will be tolerable. 

Turning now to helicopters which have a fixed rotor speed. First, 
it should be pointed out thet the variation in rotor speed needed-in many 
tests is small and that the rotor speed of machines,which sre normally flown 
at constant rotor speed can oftenbe changed sufficiently by altering the 
governor datum etc. If, however, the rotor speed cannot be varied the results 
will be at a non-standard Mach No. and the loss in aocuracy which will result 
from differences between the standard and test conditions must be oonsidered. 

/Until 
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Until more tests are made it is not possible to state what variation in, say, 
temperature is tolerable but two criteria may be considered. First, mhat 
varietion of rotor speed would be needed to obtain the correct Mach No.? 
If this is of the sane order as the variation a pilot mould normslly accept 
as usual then it is probably fair to assume that the corresponding Mach No. 
effects mill be smell since, in any case, it must be accepted that such 
variation will occur during norm.al operations. A 1;~ change in rotor speed 
is approximately equivalent to a 6oC change in temperature at constant 
altitude. Secondly, what alternative method of testing is available? The 
obvious alternative is to use one of the conventional reduction methods. 
These vary in detail but do not, usually, account for Mach No. effects and 
therefore for a given difference between the standard and test temperature 
there is no rdvantage in not using the non-dimensional method on this account. 
Additionally the other advantages of the non-dimensional approach remain and in 
particular the need to assume a constant mesn blade drag coefficient, inherent 
in many reduction methods, is not necessary. 

2. lkpressing the ranges of parameters (altitude, weight, temperature 
etc.) for which results are required in terms of the non-dimensional parameters, 
and predicting the amount of information which it will be possible to obtain 
from the ambient conditions at a given test site. Once the choice of non- 
dimensional parameters has been made it is quite straight forward to obtain 
the extremes of the ranges required: for example if information is required at 
speeds up to e value, V, and at several rotor speeds the lowest of which is R, 

then the highest value of the non-dimensionsI parameter, cc, is V/CR. Then, if 
only one non-cdimensional parameter is to be varied in the test and the range of 
interest in that parsmeter has been found, it is then possible to decide at how 
many values of the parameter tests should be made to insure satisfactory results. 
One difficulty that may sometimes arise is the case of varying a parameter which 
will give a d&continuity in the results. An example is when results are bei% 
obtained by varying the test altitude using a gas turbine engine giving maximum 
power. Then, if the type of engine limitation changes with altitude, the plot 
of the results may chsnge slope abruptly at the point where the limitation 
ohanged and this may mean that rather more test points than usual would be needed 
to define adequately the test plot on either side of the point at which the 
discontinuity occurs. 

If two or more non-dimension&l parsmeters are to be varied during the 
trial then it is necessary to calculate the range of each over which tests must 
be made. It does not follow, however, that it is necessary to consider every 
possible combination of, say, two non-dimensional parameters to obtain results 
over the full range of the basic (dimensionsl) parameters. Only those oom- 
binations which can arise from the basic parameters need be considered. To make 
this clear consider a test to find the power required for level flight at A.U.iv., 
tJ, and rotor speed, w, over a range of altitudes, in two standard alxsospheres, 
The non-dimensional parameters are "/S and "/J0 and it is clear that the highest 

value of "//s!, obtained from the lowest value of 6, i.e. the highest altitude, 

need not be considered with the lowest value of "/JO obtained by using the 
highest temperature appropriate to the hotter of the two standard atmospheres 
speoified, i-e. at sea level. This is, of course, obvious in this instance but 
it is always necessary to ensure that anomalies do not oocur. If there is ‘any 
doubt it is usually possible to construct a simple dieSram to show the areas of 
interest end some examples will be described in this Report. Such a diagram is 
also useful in the next stage of planning a trial, deciding the amount of inSor 
mation which it mill be possible to obtain by flying from the triel site (if this 
has been fixed) or alternatively deciding the necessary characteristics of the 
trial site(s), For a particular site and for a particular helicopter the 
envelope of possible performance in terms of the non-dimensional parameters 
involved ten be drann, and superimposition of the diagram showing the required 
envelope will allow the areas (in terms of the non-dimensional quantities) which 
cannot be covered to be seen: this information ten then, if required, be trans- 
formed to show the deficiency in terms of the dimensional qualities. 

/3. 
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3. Provision of data to be used in flight. During each flight it is 
necessary to maintain ths velues of the non-dimensions1 parameter(s) at some 
predetermined value or values aold it is therefore necessary to provide means to 
do this. There is o.Ren more than one wag in which information can be 
preseAxted and it is worthv&ile lo take care to choose the simplest i~ay for 
use in the air. Basically there are Lmo uays of presenting data: graphically 

or in tabular form. Thus for the parsmeter '/S, which, if kept constant, 
means that the operating altitude must be increased as the AU. '. decreases, 
a list of eltitudes corresponding to a series of r:ei&,hts might be draw. up 

or alternatively a line of "l/S = constant, drawn on a plot of 4.U::. versus 
altitude (see Pig. 1). The choice between these methods may sometimes depend 
on the preferences of the man who is to use the data but, in general, the 
graphical method is to be preferred because it Lives a continuous set of 
values end allorvs a lot of informztion to be given on one piece of paper. 
O,le further advaatage is that there is ususJ.ly less computational work 
required in constructin a Lraph: xhen tables have '3een used, it has been 
found that the use of a Gi,-ital computer to compile them is often ~orthnE3.e. 

4. Consideration of priorities durin; the trial. It is often the case 
that lrhen a trial has been planned to take place from c particular location some 
of Lhe tests xi.11 only be possible rrhen ;ieather conditions are favourable. 
Oae obvious exaurple is tethered hoveriq :rhich CZI only be done in very light 
v?inas. The otter factor which is usuelly import&? t is temperet~re and nhilst 
At may be obvious th.zt adwn?ta:e should be taken of extremes which may occur 
infrequently, doing so ma>- involve a different sequence of tests from that nhich 
would otiier.tise be chosen. This point ~511 be exemplified in the ?ections of 
this Report dealing -ith individual tests but, in general, it is worthr<hile to 
consider t!le matter before the trial starts, during the planning stage. 

5. Presentation of results. The results obtained from tests should be 
plotted against tihe parameters used to define the test and the dimensional 
results should be obtained by reduction from values taken from faired lines 
throu;h the test points. The reductzon of test data is usually extremely 
sim@e a~;; little or no preparation for reduction is required when planniq a 
trial; there are hoxever tvro as,?ects worth considering and these have both 
been briefly mentioned in the last -e&ion. First, the choice of non- 
dimensional narsmeters to define a particular test can aff'sct the presentation 
of results since if the number of variables can be reduced to three a31 the 
results can be shorn on a sir&e Cranh. This is a vcluGle simplification 
but must not be en overriding factor in the choice of parameters. Secondly, 
it is sometimes impossible to plot t?ne resvl:,s satisfactorily against any 
other parameters '&n those used Curi.% the flight. In particular a level 

flight test made at constant "r/m2 will not usually yield a set of results at 

constant "/S. 

Although the results obtained from s trial, inhere the non-dimensional 
method NM used mould normally be presented as a plot of non-dlmenslonjl 
qUulti.tieS aId the rec>ired results obtained from +Jns plot, it 1s still 
possible to apply a conventional reduction method to the data. TES :;ould 
not normally be necessary since this method is much more complicated z.ti th? 
accuracy mill dqend on the asslqtions made in the reduction process, but 
is mentioned to allay any feelin g toat if non-dimensional tests are made sod 
something goes wrong, all is lost. 

/finally 
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Mnzlly it should be pointed out that slthou& usiq the non- 
dimensional methods coils for a rather different flying technique to that 
hitherto employed, the effect.of deviations from the required operatim 
conditions will, in general, be of the same order in both cases. - 

4. Ieve l?li$& 

The most usual reason for this test is to find the #power required to 
maintain level flight for a range of fornerd speeds at specified weights, rotor 
speeds, heights and ambient temperatures. The results are presented as curves 
of porrer required a;ainst forward speed. 

Dealing first with the construction of the progrsmme, it is necessary to 
decide at the outset which set of parameters is to be used to define level 
flight. The choice is 

‘/Me 3 f r/6) r/Jej f/w) from equation (3j 

or P/m3 = f r/w2) (V/w) , from equation (4) 

As explained in Section 3 the former expression is preferable for greater 
accuracy and simplicity of use in the air but the second method ~511 often 
al1on.a nider rance of results to be obtained in a given situation and the 
results are more eesily presented. 

If the rotor sneed is fixed there is no choice akla the parameters are 

from equation (5) 

The sta,fiard conditions, for which results are required, may include a 
range of nei;ht, height, temperature, rotor speed and fom7ar-d speed and to 
design a programme it is necessary to find the extreme limits of the ranges of 

the parameters to be used. If, for example, the parameters are "//a, "/<e and 
"/CO the upper limit of "/S would be given by the maximum neight and maxim& 
altitude. The progrsmne will then consist of tests at specified velues of 

'%, “/Ye and V/ w, and till automatically'include the range of 9, h, '2, n, V 

provided the appropriate rance of '/6, O/JO and "/w are covered. It ten be 
seen that the number of naramcters has been reduced.. It may be found that it 
is physically impossiole to obtain the required values of the paremeters at a 
particular trial site, but this limitation nould have occurred F;hatever test 
method had been used. Obviously the same care is needed here, as in a:y other 
system, to ensure, in the plannin; staze, that It is possible to obtain the 
required results at the trial location.- If the parameters chosen are 

'/oJ, rr /ow and '/w or if the rotor speed is fixed, * a similar process is 
adopted; planning in terms of 'i/ow2 and "/~.or '7~ and V. 
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If more than one non-climensional parameter is to be altered durin& the 
tests the exact combimtlons of the parsmeters which need to be flown must be 
found. The best way to eqlain this is by a norked example: one is shoxn in 
A??enZix I. This example also illustrates a method of depicting gra#~cslly 
the results which may be obtained 5y flying in ar.y given seti or ambient 
oon&itlons. 

It is also necessary when $anning a triai to easure that the tests can 
be made mthout reaching: a limitation which occurs in the test concitions but 
not in the standard conditions. The limitation might be the maximwn permitted 
speed, engine porter available or maximum availsble collective pitch. In 
general, this difficulty is no", usually serious in level fli&ht tests but it 
mey ocour especially ii" resulks are required at or near maximum forward speed. 

Two other results are sometimes required from level fli.;ht trials: 
collective pitch and fuel flow measurements. Dealing first Fiith collective 
pitch, the non-dimensiond parsmeter here is 6, the collective pitch angle 
measured from an arbitrary c?atum, and. this may replace the poner parameter in 
any of the expressions given. Thus 

8 = f (76) (we) p) etc. 

Fuel flow is less simple. For a tirbine engine (from Ref. 2) the non- 

dimensional fuel floii parsmeter '/Me is a functxn of Nc/Ja , "/y'e and A 
assuming that the effect of airspeed ca; be neglected six3 thet the efficiency 

of the enane is constant. p/6\re is also a function of "/<O, "/\re and A and 

thus '/S<O can replace '/tie in eqn. (3) provided thst the transmission ad 
tail rotor losses are assumed constant, giving 

G/Me = f (‘/6) (Ye) (VW) (h) 

Alternatively if J1 .ae engine is to be calibrate& by air tests $~vix ?lots 

of '/SYtl against Nc/JO , "/<0 and A, the fuel flop csn be measured at the saqe 

time an6 curves of '/6J8 against ' $0, "/JO and A drawn. 7 Thereafter t.le 
fuel floii! call be found from the en$ne settin; in a,l;r condition of flight. 

In practice it may be difficult to obtain the variation of '/SqO with A if the 
latter cannot Lx? adjusted independently of the other en$ne controls but in 
many cases it ~ij.11 be found that in the regions of interest the @x&e vanes are 

fully open and therefore A = constant. Tine vsriztions of ‘/Me with "/JB an& 

A at constant “/fle sre often small but should be checked for each type of 
engine. 

Similar methods may be developed for a piston e&ne but may not-be 

satisfactorJ7 in practice. Thus for an unsuperc!larged en$ne '/Sq8 may be 

written as a funct3.on of m/6, “/\re, "/CO snd "1 w 2s before but one difficulty 
is to decide That temperature is appropriate for 8. The power demanded from 

/the 
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the engine depends on the ambient air temperature but the power produced by 
the engine and hence the fuel flow depends on the carburettor air temperature. 
The teqeratures may very tidely especially if carburettor heat is used. A 

further objection is that the expression for '/&fg is only true provided that 
the engine efficiency remains constant. The uncertainty about temperature 
may be removeci by nor-king in terxs of en,;ine parameters nhen, nith manifold 

pressure, 8, and relative carburettor air temperature Cc, %6Jec = 

f (%) (WQ The doubt about engine efficiency remains, honever, aad 

this method should be used with caution. 

Consicier nou the operatin: conditions for the case of a helicopter with 
variable rotor speed, and assuming that for a particular test?'/6 and "/&I 
are knO~rn. It is then necessary to decide the take-off weight, the initial 
height and. the initial rotor speed in relation to the ambient temperature on 
the day of the test. If "/\le is specified, the temperature racCe for the 
available rotor speed range is fixed and since during the course of the 
flight the machine mill have to gain hei;ht it is desirable to start the 
teat with a hia rotor sleed. Thus the initial operating temperature can 
be found and assuming a lapse rate the approximate initial height may be 
estimated from tie temperature on the ground. It then remains to select a 
suitable take-off nei;ht to allor the helicopter to operate at this height. 
It may prove impracticable to start flyin; near the highest rotor speed 
available an< this m.a.:r mean that the fli.;ht may have to be curtailed when the 
rotor speed drops below the minimum permitted value. It uould be possible 
to decide in the plannin: stage what ranges of Crounc! temperatures would 
permit flying at any given combination of b/6 and "/?C and hence utilise 
variations in temperature on the test site as effectively as possible. Such 
an exercise may or ma, 71 not appeal to any individual hut in any case it rrould 
be worthwhile consiL.ering the problem in the planning stage and bearin, it in 
mind during the actual trial. The question of engine limitation3 must 21~0 
be coneidered since these may be reached at certain combination3 of tempera- 
ture an8 weight at tine test site and prevent the completion of all the teats 
necessary to obtain results for tile standard conditions. 

If it is impossible to meet the rotor speed requiremeat in J&e prevailing 
temperatures it may sometimes be best to fix the rotor speed at its value for 
the standard conditions and fly riith '/c' constant. R 

/CT constant is the only 
condition for a fixed rotor speed machine and at a given ground temperature 
the take-off neigh+. simply qecifies the hei,,hl at which the tests till be 
flovm. 

The flight plan ~L.11 vary depending on :fnether a fixed or variable rotor 
speed machine is used. Vith a variable rotor speed it has been she-m that 

'/6 and "/d nil1 h. -rve been JeciGed for the fli&ht in question and must then 
be maintained constant throughout the required ra%e of forward speeds in order 
that '/tie shall yield a true value of P et any given y/w. In order to 
maintain "/a constant as fuel is used it nil1 be necessary to inorease the 
height at which tests are m&e as the fli&t proceeds. At tine sane tiae any 
temperature variations, nhether due to atmospheric chanCes or to a chalqe of 
operating height, must be compensated by a change of rotor speed. Obviously 
during any one run, the height and rotor speed must remain constant. The 

/height 
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height appropriate to any fuel state and the rotor speed at wy temperature 
will be presented in a suitable form for use in the air. A machine with a 
fxxed rotor speed is rether less straightforward. Only one parameter, 

"/ err must be maintained constant, but since air iierlsity cannot be displayed 
6ireoKLy in the aircraft a method of shorri.n;l the correct altitude for any 
fuel state and any temperature is necessary. Thus for a given fuel state 
an altituile must be found nhere the aiibient temperature is such ss to give 
the require& air density. Some anticipation nil1 be required to fin6 the 
initial operating height but thereafter chan;es ii.11 be small. 

It is possible to present the necessw information in tabular form. 
In sll cases weight va:riation must be taken into account an6 there are +XQ 
methods of doing this: either by form& the tables in terms of the aircraft 
weight or 5n teras of the fuel state. Usually itnillbe simpler to consider 
aircraft weight since, although it may sometimes be possible to read the fuel 
state directly off a gauge, there is little difficulty converting this reading 
to aircraft vrei;ht and if aircraft weight is used, one table only is necessary 

for a ,-iven value of I"/6 whereas if fuel state is used a separate table is 
necessary if the payload (equipment, personnel or ballast) is varied, 

A typical table for a helicopter riith variable rotor speed is shown below 

Aircraft "[eight i Altitude ; O.A.T. i Rotor Speed 
-------!---- 

Max. , 

i 
I 

Nin. 

-I 

i I?/6 = constant 

"/A = constant 

One such table is required for each value "/S and "/JO to be tested. An 
alternative method is to construct two diagrams showi= altitude against vrei&t _- 
for the velues of '/S required and rotor s:>eed against temperature for the val.ucs 
of "/JO to be tested. This method (devised by G.1I.J. Davis, A. 8: b.Z.Z.) is 
obviously more compact thzn using tables; it is simpler in use and. more quickly 
constructed. An example is shonn in Pi,-. 1 for a smsll piston engined heli- 
copter. Lines shod% maximum permitted airspeed with sltitu&e are super- 
imposed. The horizontal scale of L.U.C. may be replaced by an equivslent 
queniity if conve&3id: thus if the chanse of weight is to be found from a 
flow meter counter the initial reading of the counter could be mariced at the 
corresponding a.U.I.. ad a scale in terms of the counter readiq superimposed 
on the weight scale. Then during the flis;lt the altitude is found directly 
from the line of "/S constant snnd the counter reading. This method is very 
easy to use but involves marking out the counter scale immediately before each 
flight when the i.U.:;. for the flight and the counter reatini: are knorm: a 
counter whioh could be reset to seco mould be convenient. 

If the helicopter is to be operate& at constant rotor speed the table may 
be formed as follows 
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I I 
/ / 

Hsx. Hsx. : / : / "/c = "/c = constant constant 

i ,;'I i ,;'I 
1 j 1 I j 1 j 1 I j 

~, ~, 
Min. Min. i I i I ii ii 

i . i . II w II w .I, s; .I, s; 
= constant = constant 

I I -- -- 

It will be appreciated that for any given fuel state, and therefore air- 
craft weight, tine helicopter must fly at an altitu6.e nhere the temperature, at 
that altitude, corresponds to the temperature shown for the same altitude in 
the table. This is a unique point. Agsin a gra@ical presentation may be 
preferred and an example is sho:m in Fig. 2. For a given A.U.X., ff is found 
and then combinations of the altitude at r:hich this value of CT occurs may be 
found for a given ambient temperature. It may be noted that the plot of u 
against height and temperature will be the ssme whatever helicopter is being 
tested, althou;h the ranges of these values which are of interest may vary. 

The problem of anticipating what the temperature at a given altitude will 
be, remains, of course. If any difficulty is found a standard method is as 
follovrs: from the starting point (altitude and temperature) follow a constant 
temperature line from that point to the density required. .:lter height to that 
appropriate to the nevr point and obtain the ambient temperature at that height. 
Plot on the chart this new temperature and the slti%le: then follow the con- 
stant tern erature line as before and repeat the process until the correct 
altitude P temperature combination is fouKt. This method sounds complicated when 
xrritten down but is, in fact, quite easy to use in practice. Tvo or three 
approximations are usually needed to find the initial operating altitude but 
these are made durin. the climj and do not waste any time. Once the operating 
height has been reached all thnt is usually necessary is to slter the height by 
100-200 ft. between each run. The accuracy required is to read the graphs to 
the nearest 50 ft. and one degree (C) of temperature. 

The other case which may occur is nhen the rotor speed is variable end the 

parameter "/ok' is to be used. To use tables shoY7ing altitude against ternpep+ 
ture for a ran&e of rotor speeds would be unnieldy: a diagram is simpler although 
it is still undesirably complicated for use in the air. One such diagram is 
shown in Fig. 3 where for a given weight, altitude ati temperature the correct 
engine speed may be found. Alternatively for a given neight and engine speed 
the density and therefore co mbinations of altitude and temperature can be found, 
but this method of use is more complicated since anticipation of the temperatur-a 
change with altitude is required. Actual rotor speed (or if more conve*lient 
engine speed, depenaing on the pattern of tachometer fitted) is needed on the 
diagram used in flight but if several trials are contemplated it might be 
worthwhile constructing a master table in term s of the relative rotor speed. 

The results of tests may be plotted and. faired to give curves of '/ST0 

against V/o (or '/Otto against "/ok") for the various combinations of "/S and 

"/T8 tested (or '/e - V for various v"/d if constant rotor speed is used). 
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From these plots, curves of P - V for the required standard conditions may be 
obtained by insertinC the appropriate values Of --, U, 6, es 0r Ii, Q, W l Care 
must be taken not to present results which imply the use of more power than the 
engine can give due to an engine limitation which would be apparent under tne 
standard conditions but which may not have applied in the test condition. 

Collective pitch measurelnents provide a valuable &he for several aspects 
of level flight performance and should be obtained nhenever possible. For 
example, confirmation that two tests made under nominally the same conditions 
but yielding different results were in fact flown in similar conditions: 
vertical movement of air for instance nculd alter the collective pitch setting 
required to maintein level flight. 

Finally two tests which may be made to check the effects of Hach PO. and 
Reynolds No. variations nil1 be discussed. First, Each No.: thLs test mist 
be made to decide whether it is permissible to use the U cXe2 rather than the 
more exact '/!/6, m/J9 method. "/a2 can be viritten r/61 x ("/Je> -2 and it 

is therefore possible to m&e tests at a constant value of U/m2 while varying 
"/re and IT/b. The results, which shcnild.be a plot of '/m3 against. "/w, will 
show whether there is sny difference in the power required at a given value of 

"/ w, over the range of "/<e used in the tests, at the vslue of "/o't~)~ used. 
The results obtained are only applicable at the value of U/ate' at which the 
tests were made since the effect of Uach No. will depend on tne incidence of 
the blades as well as "/<e, and the collective pitch a&e depends on U/OW~. 
It is, horever, permissible to assume that if no Each No. effect can be found 
at some value of U/m2 this result nil1 hold for lower values of "/a~~. It 

may not be possible to simulate the loner values of "/fld nhich may occur in 
tropical conditions by tests made in temperate conditions, but if tests can 
be made over a range of W/qU it may be assumed that, at constsnt'V/cno2, the 
poner required nil1 not change due to Mach ITo. effects at vslucs of "/Jo loner 
than those tested if no change can be found over the range tested and provided 
that the range tested is at least as great as the difference between the 
lowest value tested and the lowest vslue which it is proposed to simulate. 

As an exsmple consider a case where results are required for I.S.A. +30°C 
conditions, for eltitdes between 0 and 7000 ft., withw=land:~=5000lb. 
Tests are to be made in I.S.A. conditions, at an A.U.". of 5000 lb. and a rote-n 
speed rance of from w = 1.025 to 0.95 is available. The tests must be made ai 
altitudes of less than 10000 ft. The msximwn value of "/ow2 in the hot 
climate is 5850 lb. and the range of "/<8 which will be experienced in these 
conditions is from 0.952 to 0.975. Non with:7/,w2 = 6350 lb. in the temperate 
tests the rotor speed range that may be used if the test altitude is not to 
exceed 10000 ft. is from w = 0.95 at 7000 ft. to w = 0.995 at KC00 ft. Tile 
corresponding values of "/fe are 0.975 to 1.032. Thus althou;;h the actusl 
lo'vest value required ("/ye = 0.952) cannot be obtained an adequate range osn 
be covered and if no Mach No. effects are found, up to the highest 

"/ w needed, it could be assumed that results predicted for "/flkl in the ranga 
0.952 to 0.975 would be valid. 
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Next the question of Reynolds ho., I+ For a helicopter there are two 
values of Rh to be considered: one bcsea on the forward speed, V, and one on 

the rotor speed, w, and these sre proportional to VU /pA and "/p, respectively, 
where pA, the coefficient of viscosit; of air is independent of pressure but 
increases with increasing temperature. If a test has been made at certain 
values of '//s, "/Ta and "/w the result, say, P/gJ9, ~~11, strictly, only be 
true for the values of W, V, 6, 8 at nhich the flight was made since at any 

other values Rh will, in general, be different even though "/7/s, "/\/e and "/co 

are the same. 

If there is do&t about the effect of Rl,,when, say, results from a trial 
are to be used to predict performsilce in temperatures different from that in 
which the tests were made it is possible; to make special tests to find tie 
variation of performance ,lith l$. As au ex‘ample the power could be measured 

for a range of "/w at constsnt 'l/6, "/A at two distinctly different altitudes 
thus giving the poner required at trio values of Rh. In order to maintain 

"/s adw/Ye constmt the +Teight and the rotor speed would be varied bebeen 
the altitudes chosen for the tests. Then rewriting the expressions for 

that at constant "/w and "/(9, s varies with 6/pA<0, and decreases nith 
increasing altitude. The limit on the reduction cf 
nil1 occur when it is no longer possible to keep V//S 

shy increasing altitude 
constant by decreasing 

vreight. In a typical case a reduction in I$,, of 3%; could be obtained betwean 
flying at 3.L. and 12000 ft. in 1.b.A. conditions snd this would be equivalent 
to the change in Rh which would be experienced when predicting the performance 
in I.S.A. +30°G, 7000 ft. conditions from results obtained from tests made in 
I.W.., sea level conditions. 

5. Partial Climbs 

The object of these tests may be to find (1) the best climbing speed at 
some specified conditions or to find the variation of the best climbing speed ti'th 
altitude etc. The best climbing speed may be known from level flight tests 
but some partial cltios are still necessary to find (2) the position error in 
climbing flight which is usually significantly different from that in level 
flight: (j) the variation of rate of climb, at the best olimbing,speed; with 
particular parameters such as altitude or weight. 

Before considering bon these tests can best be made using a non- 
dimensional approach the basic non-dimensional technique for partial climbs 
will be discussed. It till. be seen ISlat the tests are sometimes difficult 
to carry out especially if a torquemeter is not fitted to the helicopter 
and the econom;r in flyi% time usually associated :rith non-dimensional tests 
may not be obtained unless results are required for a large number of standard 
conditions. Kainly for this reason extensive use of non-dimensional methods 
has not, so far, been made but it is, nevertheless, worthwhile to consider 
methods for flying partial climbs non-dimensionally because t!le essential 
accuracy and ease of reduoing results are still important. 

/The 
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The parameters which define partial climbs sre given in equations (3) and 

(5); v,+:ith variable rotor speed, vc/w = f ('/Me) r/6) ("/Je> r/co) and. vith 

fi:red rotor speed a modifie6. form of equation (:), V, = f 

An alternative ir  ̂ the rotor speed can be varied is v% = f (%b) pJ) t(-%) 

The best forr! to use will depend on various factors ;)ut the problem is largely 
that the pwer parameter must be maintained constant, and the method of 
achieving this m the air depends on whether or not the madine is fltted with 
a torquemeter end whether it has a piston engxne or a gas turbine. Consider, 
first, a madine tith fixed rotor speed: if e torquemeter is aveil-zble, 
'/?/ constant is the same as '/T I constant and hewe maintaining '/iT constant 
is straightfor-ard: if no torquemeter is fitted, it is necessary to use some 
form of efigine curves in the air to obtain manifold pressure, compressor speefi 
etc. appropriate to some new povrer requirement - this is undesirable six.; may not 
always be possible but ap,,es.rs unavoiiiable. 

Next consider a helicopter with a variable rotor speed: aPs.rt from the 
question of maintaining the porier term constant the results from the form 

involving ? /Ed0 will be at the standara :iach No. but on the other hani the 

'/%l f arm allws less complication in present- results because there is one 

less variable. For a gas turbine it mill be shoal that Beeping- ' 6J0 constant 

involves either flying at constant "/-A3 or at constant ',4:.1. 
i( 

If '"/TO constant 

is indiczted, the P /6(0 form of the poxer p:,raeter is preferable since any 

engine limitation will be 6irectlr aF?arent. If '/77 is to be constant there 

is no difference in the two methods since p/& s Q/y:* Yith piston engined 

machines fitted irith a torquemeter Q fi csn be kept constant and this is 

equivalent to maintaining '/?!w or '/Ma constant: dthout a torquemeter 
pol;er curves are again necessary and the flight charts are somednat simpler 

if '/I?" is used rather than '/6<0. 

These me the possibilities but before zoing further i'; is -rorthd~le to 
examine more closely the difficulties if R torquemeter is not used. First it 
is necessary to use some form of engine parer curves en15 unless these are knoiin 
to be accurate for the particukr enzine(s) beix used very little reliance can 
be place& on the results obtained. Secondly, even if accurate parer curves 
can be obtained there remains the problem of presenting information in a 
suitable form for use in flight. This is considered lmprectlcal If po':er is a 
function of several variables as in the case of a -giston engine. ith a gas 

N 
turbine it may be feasible to fly at constad "/flFl but this h&s not been doone 
and tests would be desirable using this method before it :-es used for a triLl. 

Consider now the question of trial plannirqq anti engine limitations. 

First, turbine engined helicopCers with variable rotor sped. 1; results 

are required for z specific set of standard condrtlons the values of '/MO, 

'/;T/s, "/w and "/de (or 'fik~, '/ou*, '/w) may be found for those conditions and, 

/it 
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it is then necessary to ensure that these values are maintained in the 
conditions prevailing uhen the test is performed. Thus the mei;ht and 
rotor s?ced may be varied to allow for a non-standard altitude or temper 
aim-e. The power parameter, honever, needs some csre since an engine 
limitation other than that relevant to the standard condition may operate 
during the test. The result normally wanted nil1 be the rate of climb for 
a given engine rating in the staS~alzrd conditions and, in these conditions, 
the engine limitation may be compressor speed, jet pipe temperature, fiel 
flow or torque depending on ihe altitude and ambient teqerature. The 
limitation in the standard conditions may,be found. from the m&ers curves 
or, preferably, from level fli,ht tests usin; the particular engine which 
will be used in tile part& climbs. Having found the limitation in the 
standard conditions it is useful to examine the engine parameters to see how 

'/'/s-f0 may be kept constant. Cuoting Ref. 2, 

and thus, the non-dimensional power, fuel flol- s& jet pipe temperature are all 
functions of the non-dimensional compressor speed, rotor speed and guide vane 
position. It may be assumed that the guide vanes are fully open durmg partial 

climbs (i.e. A constant), and that "/JO will be lcept constant. Then '/S\le 

will V~J with "/&I only and if the engine limitation in the standard con- 

ditions eras compressor speed, the value of N/ ' JO appropriate to the limitation 
in the standard conditions should be maintained in the tests. It will not 
s&rays be possible to test in a hotter climate than that for which results 
are required since although the ambient temperature may be reduced by flying 

higher, the weight must be reduced to keep 17/6 constant. If the tests are 
carried out at tenperatures other than tha t specified some other engine 
limitation may appear e.b. a torque limit when operatin, at lair temperatures. 

If the engine limitation in standard conditions is either the fiel ~"lo. or 

the J?T it follons that it is necessary to fly at the values of '/&fO or 
T. 

J/0 appropriate to the standard conditions. Since A and '/JO till be 
N T. 

constant, then "/f'e is constant if '/SflO or '/e is constant, and hence 

‘/Me must be constant. This implies, honever, Cat it will else be correct 
N 

to fly with "/qO constant at a value correspondi% to that appropriate to 
the en;ine limitation. The remarks made about the effect of ambient 
teqerature when considering a compressor speed limitation also apply here. 

/A 
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A torque limitation in standard coniitions may be shown to cdl1 for '/i7 
constant to maintain '/&JO constant. Thus, if suffix o denotes stsnd2d. con- 
ditions, an5 suffix 1 test conditions, the non-dimeilsional parameters 8re, 
with P = nQ 

OQ 
&L$ qJ..,~+~o=~l 

0 0 

and rewriting, Q 0 = '1 i.e. 
i?- T 

'/IT cons tad. 
'<O 

Again on a hot day a lighter weight would help, if, say, a JPT limitation 
~2s encountered, since the helicopter could .fly higher (from "/6) and less 
torque would be required (from '/V). 

So far only the case of testing to obtain results at one set of stadard 
conditions has been considered. If results are reyired for a large number of 
oonditzons it may sometimes be Fossible to reduce the amount of testing by 
norking within the renge of non-dimensional parmeters involved. The engine 
limitations till govern whether this is possible. If, for instance, it is 
fouid that the enane nil1 be torque limited for 2 number of star&d cotiitions 
it may be worthwhile. On the other had if some other engine limitation is 

I? 
indicated the power parameter is "/\'e and each standard cotiition will require 
2 different value Zrepending on the temperature and type of limitation. Generilly 
this ca5e does not led itself to pknning a short serxes of tests in terms of 
non-dimensional parameters. It ~~11, of course, still be useful to conCuct e2cil 
in8ivi&Cl test on the basis of the non-dimensiond. parz.meters appropriate to es& 
set of standard conditions. It is north mentioning here Cat if a series of 

N 
tests have been made over a raqe of values of "/fl6 sncl the engine limitation 

N 
in terms of 2 paruneter which can be eqressed as a value of "/db, is sub- 
sequently chl-n,yed, results will be available for the new limitation provided, 

N 
of course, that it is within the range of "/J0 tested. -One further tiffi- 
culty may be 20tea: if a series o? tests i3 planned usinG non-dimensions3 
parameters CUX~ if these include more than one type of engine limitation the 
results will inclulje discontinuities where the type of limitation changed. 
If, then, a plot contaiins too few points to shon these discontinuities 
accurately, results obtained by interpolation may be relatively inaccurate. 

If the rotor soeed is fixed, tile parvneters '/ii, "/s have to be used and 
since the rotor speed is constant, the power is directly related to the torque. 
?LS in the case of a variable rotor speed machine the engine limitation in the 
stai?iiard oonaitions must be found but here it should be expressed as a torque 
since the engine psxsmeter */JO csnnot be naintained constant. The error if 

the en,$ne perameter hc/J8 were used instead of Q /G'nould be more serious riith 
a fixes shaft turbine en@ne. 

/With 
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Rth piston s@ned helicopters the principles underlyi~ the remarks made 
for turbine engined machines still apy~ly. It is most importsnt that the Dower 
available in the standard condition for which results ars required and in the 
test conditions should be accurately knorm but giveo this and also a knorjiedge 
of such limitations as cylinder head and oil temperatures for the standard 
conditions, trial plannin; is possible. 

Turning non to the preparation of information to be used in flight. This 
V 

mill depend on the set of parameters chosen. First, consider O/w as a function 
of p/6Al, jT/;/s, "/\re, "/al. The test vrill consist of measuring Vo f0r.a number of 
values of V (the small variation in w usually makes it possible 2.nd more con- 
venient to work in terms,of V rather than '/UI in the air) at specified values 
of p/6Je, Ql, "/\'e. Then as the wei$:t chan;es the altitude (at ithe start of 
the climb) must be increased to maintain "/S constant, the rotor speed adjusted 
for temperature chan;cs, and the poner settiw varied to keep '/SgG et the correct 
value. The first'two of these conditions are the sane es those used in the 
level fliC;ht test and a ohert simxlar to that shown in Fig. 1 rill be the best 
was of presentin;: the necessary information. It has been shown that there is no 
single way of presenting information for the power parameter. There are two 
cases, first, if the e@.ne is torque limited, or more Generally to maintain 

p/6h constant in the absence of any e&.ne limitation, 'f(J must be kept oon- 
stant. Secondly, for a compressor speed, fuel flou or jet pipe temperature 

limitation "/l-I (or Tj/e, '/MO) must be maintained constant. 

If '/YJ is required constant a tab14 or Lraph may be used to shon the torque 
required at any weight .?or a Given value of O/Y. For a compressor speed, Afuel 
Flora or jet pipe temperature limitation it has been shorn that the tests can 

be made at constant 'C/n and t" tns is usually the simplest mcthod since in 
addition to the charts shorm in Fig. 1 the only additional information required 

N 
is a table or curve of Nc against R for the required value of "/i-l. * 

T 
Alternatively charts sho:ini; '/6<0 or J/G could be used but the first form is 
rather more complicated and the gauge shor,iw jet pipe temperature is not 
usually suitable for accurate interpretation. It should be noted, horrever, that 
although eqerience has shop that the relationship between G, Tj and N is 

C 

valid under the assumptions stated, if this is shooi.n not to be the case for a 
particular en&ane the test must be made in terms of the limiting parameter. 

If the parameters chosen are "/co as a function of p/ko, T/au*, "/w or with 
a fixed rotor'speed,Vc es a function of '/uJ, "/CT, V, the por.er term has been 

shoRn to be the equivalent to keeping ""/t constant and the information required 
and its present&Ion is similar to the case discussed above. The other para- 
meters are similar to the equivalent level fli;ht casss and the appropriate 
information is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

/Now 
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lh to consider the best way of achieving %*e objects of the partial climb 
tests, set out at the beginning of the Section, using the non-dimensional 
approach. It nil.1 be assumed that results are required for a set of standard 
conditions which are not those at the test site. First, suppose that the 
best climb speed is !nouu from level flight tests. It is then necessary to find 
the position error for climiin, fli.;ht and thi s may be done by towing an airlog 
during climbing; fli;;ht at two or three speeds near to those indicated by the 
level fli:;ht results. These tests may be made over the full range of the non- 
dimensional parameters found from the standard conditionc, if necessary, but it 
is often found that only the extremes of the rc.,xes need to be checked since 
the position error ususilly remains sensibly constant for all conditions of 
climbing flight that are of interest. If these flights are made at values of 
the non-dimensional parameters which need to be floral to obtain climbinS 
performance some saving of flyin: time may be achieved. Once the best 
indicated climbing speed !las been found the remaining task of measuring the 
rate of climb for the simulated standard conditions may be accomplished by 
flying at the correct value of "/w or V. 

If no level results are avcilable the best indicated climbing speed and 
its variation :rith altituc.e and x-eight, which is usually large enough to be 
detected, and with rotor speed and air temperature, which may be negligible, 
must first be found. In any case the overall variation is normally small 
enou&, over the raqes of the parameters &ich are usually of interest, for 
it lo be sufficient to m&e tests (over a suitable range ,f V/o or V) at the 
extremes of the values of the non-dimensional quantities. These tests ~~$11 
shor the best i.nZ.icated climbing speed and from the point of view of 
obtaining c1i.m'~ performance it is unnecessary to knon the position error al.thou,r;h 
,this can, of course, be found, if required, by using an airlog during these 
tests. Once the best indicated climbing speed is known the climb performance 
can be measured using the method indicated above. 

6. Verticsl Climb 

The object of this test vi11 be, first, to produce curves of vertical rate 
of climb against one or more o? the variables, altitude, temperature, neight 
and rotor speed, with t!le remaining variables constant, at a specified engine 
rat&,,, for zero airspeed. Secondly, to establish the effect of riindspeed on 
the climb performsnce. Idealljj the zero nirspeed results should be obtained in 
still air but since this condition is rarely available nhen required, the 
tests are made by climbinS vertically relative to the Sround in lam winds and 
correcting to sero airspeed from the results of tests flolm over a ralxe of 
lor airspeeds, during :Jhich a ground runner is used to define the airsi)eed for 
each climb. The rate of clim'u in any particular wind speed can then be 
obtsined by modifyin; the sero airspeed results using correction factors found 
from the results of the tests made at 1~ s.irs,eeds. These tec:hniques and the 
method of !wxll~~ results and m&i.% corrections are contained in Ref. 3. For 
ease of reference the firs:: type of test, that is flying vertically relative 
to the ground, till be called 'reduced parer verticals' and the second, nhen the 
olimb is made follouing a ground runner, '10%; airsneed verticals'. The results 
of both these tests may be expressed in non-tiensionsl terms but, whereas, the 
advanta&e of usin: a non-d5mensions.l approach to ion airspeed verticals is 
debatable, this a!?prosch is inherent in reduced poj'er verticals: this test 
mill be disw,ssed first. 
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As stated above climbs are made vertically relative to the ground in low 
windspeeds and the results are corrected to eero ninds?eed. It is, therefore, 
legitimate to consider this test as a vertical climb at zero forward speed. If 
the rotor speed is variable the relevant parameters are given in eqn. (1;) and are 
v 

c/u = f "/uu2 pJ). 
c > 

The density is not an effective variable since the 

tests are made in a narrow altitude range near the ground and hence the rotor 

speed must be varied to compensate for weight changes to keep 'l/ow 2 constant. 
Then to maintain '/otu3 constant, the power must be changed when the rotor speed 
is varied. This form his the advantage of using the same parameters, R /m2 and 

'/m3 # that are used for tethered hovering tests and sometimes for level flight 
tests, thus makin; a comparison of the results easy byt it is easier to conduct 

the tests using a modified form, "/w = f r/ow2) ('"/T3"/'>. iiere, nith air 

density constant, the rotor speed and poner are both sim$y functions of weight 
and this allo;-s the fli&t data necessary to keep the parameters constant to be 
presented in a simpler form. 

L If the rotor spe;cl is fixed the parmeters sholm in equation (8), 

v""/& = f (f/$ (pozfi{3/2) should be used, since, as explained in Tection 2, 

these make the induced poyrer loss independent of "/CT and provided p3(3J~2 is 

maintained constant as fuel is used, tne rate of climb parameter, 
v,"" 1 

/vlz,uill 
77 

only be in,error by an amount dependent on the change of profile power with /U" 
Since it is impossibie to maintain "r/o constant except by ballasting it must be 
decided in advance what change of wei$lt can be tolerated before reballasting 
is uecessary. A method of doing this is shown in Appendix 2: the result of 
ap$ying this method to -Fe Scout shops that, for a ,)articular case, a decrease 

in "i/o of 5:<, keeping Ps,,j/2 constant, would cause the rate of clim'o to decrease 
from 180 ft./r&n. to 90 ft./min. or from 900 ft./min. to 820 ft./min. It is 
seen that in the 180 ft./tin. case (often a Specification requirene,lt) the error 
for a 5. chanje of '/ois excessive and, in fact, to !ceep tile error within 10. 

(of 180 ft./min.) the ohs&e in "/C must be not greater than l/o: in this case 
a weight change of 50 lb. 

This calculation illustrates, incidently, the importance of knowing 
the weight of fuel, equipment and aircrew in thio type of nork. 

In general the approach to plannin,- a trial will be similar to that for 
the level flight case. Once the range of parsmeters to be covered is knocm the 
corresponding ranse of the non-dimensional parmeters may be found and the 
trial planned to cover these. The power available from the engine to be used 
in the tests, at aAT ,*ven rating, nay be known in advsnce from previous tests and 
these figures, rather thnln the maker's curves, should be used if available. 
Engine limitations may cause difficulties in plannix snd each case has to be 
considered individually. Since the ambient conditions at the test site may be 
markedly different from those for which results are required a full knowledge 

/of 
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av 
sometimes been found that the best line is a straight one i.e. O/av = constant. 
This is surprising since, for example, in the case of the scout the theoretical 

av 
value of "/dV vari;s from 0 to 30 ft./min./kt. in the speed rsnge O-10 kt. for 

typicdl values of pea/17312 and"/cRu2. It is hoped to make some special tests to 
elucidate this point in the future. 

heannhile, the follo:fing precautions are worth considering. First, the 
value of Vc at V=O is very important snd should be well established: the line 
or curve which is finally used must pass through (or near) this point. The 
theoretical curve is often very nearly a straightline at speeds above about 

I 

AV 
5 kt. and since the correction for a ahange of speed AV is dV .dV and not 

00 

avc AV unless avc 
av 

/dV q constant, a serious error could be introduced unless the 
av' 
whole speed range from eero upwards is considered when drawing a line on the lot 
of V, versus V. Secondly, a straight line (passing through the point at V=O P 
should only be used if it is clearly a better fit than a curve with eero slope 
at the point at V=O. 

av 
Calculations for the Scout indicate an appreciable variation of '/av mith 

the power and weight parameters at constant speed, As an example, at 10 kts. 

the variation between trro extreme combinations of P&3/2 
and "/oW2 was 20 ft./ 

min./kt. Variations of this order might be of importance if the conditions for 
say, 180 ft./min. vertical performance were being established and until more 
experimental evidence has been accumulated it would seen advisable to obtain 
corrections for at least two distinctly different combinations of the weight and 
po7rer parameters if there is any doubt a3 to the variation of the correction with 
these quantities. Again, in the absence of any better guide, it is suggested 
that the variation of the correction should be checked using simple theory to 
establish the worst cases for any particular trial. 

If tests are made zt some combination of the poner and v!ei.&t paraaeters, 
these parameters should normally be those used for the reduced power verticals 

plus the appripriate term for forward speed. That is "/UI if the climb parameter 

iS "/m or VO'/& if the climb parameter is Vooe/$. As in partial climbs it 
is necessary to be able to change the power setting during, the test and the 
remar':s made on this subject in Section 5 are applicable to this case. 

7. Autorotation 
, 

This test is analo;ous to Tart&l Climbs (Section 5) except that the poner 
is sex-o. The 33,me parameters a@y, omitiing poller, so that, if a3 is ususll,y 
the case the rotor speed can be'varied, it is necessary to maintain 'I/6 and 
"/\re or "/m2 constant in fli;ht and, exceptionally, if a fixed rotor speed is 

used, “/cr. The choice betneen "/S and m/f8 or "/ow2 is as before: the first 
form give3 results 3t a standard )!ach No. while the second allows a simplified 
presentation of results but is more complicated to use in the air. If the 

/tests 
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tests are to be made at only one value of forward speed?, the parmeters "/6, 

w/Je and v / o w Could be used to define the results provided thot the tests were 

mace at G standard value of "/w by chanslng V as the rotor speed nas altered. 

5inoe there are no engine limitations to consicier, the trial can usuz1ly be 
planned in terms of the non-dimensional. parameters. i‘he most general type of 
test is to fin6 the variation in rate of descent with rotor speed and forward 

speed in one or more stanlard conditions, Consider the parsmeter VC/w, "/a, 

'I/s, "/v% . "76 will be knoTm from the standari conlitions and also the values 

or ranges of values of V/w and "/JO. Tests can then be planned to cover tiaSe 
parameters an: since the rotor speed can usually be varied over quite a large 
band there is usually no tiifficulty s.n simulating temperature conditions far 
removed from those in which the tests are to take place. The rotor speed 

for the test will depend on the value of "/$O and the ambient temperature and 
then the foorrmrd speed is found from the rotor speed and the value of 

"/co. Suitable graphs showing altiturie and A.U.W. for constant '"/6 , rotor 

speed and temperature for constant "/4f3 an< rotor speed and. forward speed for 

constant V/w are required. Similar methods can be use& if the parameters 

1T/0t02, "/w, vc/w are used. 

a. Hovering 

The hovering performance of a helicopter is usually defined in terms of the 
povrer required to maintain height for given ambient coniitions, weight, rotor 
speed and, if subject to ground effect, wheel clearance. The recommended 
method of obtaini% the hover performance by tethering the machine is fully 
described in Ref. 4 and forms an interesting application of the non-dimensional 
approach. For completeness a brief account of the basis of this method vi11 be 
included here. 

The power required to hover with no ground effect cal be expressed as 

p/ mu3 and is a function of "/om' only. 

If ground effect is present a further parameter, 2, can be introduced to 
define the wheel clearance. In tethered hovering Z is fixed by the length of 
the cable used and by varyin,- the cable tension anA rotor speed a uiide range 

of "/oW' may be obtained during each flight. The tests can, of course, be 
repeated nit:? vwious le&hs of cable, depenkng on the specification for the 
triels. 

Planning is relatively simple: the range of "/uw' for which results are 
required Can be CalCUlated and the raqe which is likely to be availgble at the 

trial Site estimetsd, bearing in min& that the range of "r/~2 may be limited. 
by the poc;er available in the test conditions. 
8hml.d be examined in advance to see if 

As usual, engine limitations 
they will restrict the tests in any i:ay, 

The actual tests are normally made by increasing the power in stages from 
the point at which the cable is just taut until either mamum po'zer is being 
used or until the mudmum permicsible tension in the cable is achieved: no 
data ror use in flight are required. 

/The 
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The method, outlined above, ~ rives results at a non-standard i:ach No. and 
nith current helicopters this metho& SOI?-% satisfactory: no difference has been 
found between results obtained in temperate a& tropicti conlitions. It is 
possible to take Mach No. into account by usiq the parsmeters '/SJ0, "/6 and 

"/JO, and apart from the slight increase in complexity involved in having to 
csloulatc the rotor sueed to obtain the correct value of "/JO, the only dis- 
advantage is that if it is possible to use c rotor speed louer than that called 
for in the starxlard conditions during the test, the ran&e of 17 /S available may 
be appreciably less than that of "/a~~. 

9. Discussion 

Although the advantages of the non-dimensional approach are clearly 
apparent, only its use in actual trials over a period of time will show all the 
difficulties and limitations. The application of the method f'slls into too 
parts which are quite distinct. First, for any given set of standard conditions 
the appropriate non-dimensionsl parameters may be found, an&, by maintaining 
these constant duriw the test, the reduction of results becomes merely simple 
arithmetic. The results will usually be more accurate thcl those found usin; 
the standard reduction method since femer assumptions have to be made. 'Jecon&lj~, 
an extensive trial can be planned in terms of non-dimensional parameters and, 
although this say not alT.ays be practical for all flight modes, when used, a 
reduction in the number of tests needed and/or an increase in the amount of 
information which can be obtained at any one test site may be obtained. 

The first application is relatively straithtfomard and easy tc use, mhereas 
the second is more complicated beca;lse of engine limitations etc. wInich make 
advance planning more difficult. Nevertheless, in practice, complete trial? 
are being planned in this manner, as a matter of course, end it is suggested 
that, even when it is not feasible to plan a trial non-dimensionally, the exercise 
of setting cut all the relevant facts systematically to see if it is possible, 
has a value of its OYI in Living an insi;ht into the problems which are likely 
to arise no matter her- the '&cl is conducted. 

It has already been pointed out that each trial needs a separate approach 
in planning and it is not practicable to lay aorrn rules which rould. enable the 
plannix to be done by rote. Undoubtedly as non-dimensional testing becomes 
widespread the plsnning of certain types of test will become almost ntandarksed 
but meannhile some examples of actual trial planning are included in an Appenlix 
to this Report in the hope that they rrill help to show some of the metho?.s of 
approach available, an? some of the cbiff'iculLies rrhich may arise. 

PJBTRlXCB 
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I. G.F. Langdon fiqerimental Methods for Helicopter Performance 
Reduction. A.H.D. Note 54. June 1961. 

2 G.F. Langdon A Note on Performance Reduction for Helicopters 
fittea with Gas Turbine Engines rrith Free Porter 
Turbines and Torquemeters. 
A. & H. Rote 53. March 1961. 
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3 1.1,. Fisher The Pie~surement and Prediction from Flight Test 
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iiKZ/Res/310. Jan. 1964. 
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Notation -- 

A rotor disc ares. = IIR* 

B manifola pressure 

C constant defined in Sectlon 2 

CD drag coefficient 

Dim dra:: at speed of 100 ft./set. 

G fuel flow 

h sltitude 

a rotor clearance above ground 

n constsilt 

I? c coqressor speeii 

P pen-er 

P atmospheric pressure 

P, atmosphedc pressure at sea level 

i! torque 

R rotor racljus 

s Reynolds FJoo. 

S rotor solidity = to'd blade ares+ 
A 

T ambient air temperature 

Tc carburettor air temperature 

T j jet pipe tezqerahre (ZT) 

'2 
0 

ambient sir temperature ct I.;.>., sea level = 283'X. 

v forward speed 

vc rate of climb 

v rotor xduced velocity 

7 aircraft mei;ht 

6 relative atiospheric pressure = '/p. 
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A 

6 

w 

R 

"0 

inlet guide vane position 

relative air temperature = '/To 
,' 'f, To, Tc, must be in 

relative carburettor 2ir temperature = Tc,To ] degrees absolute 

collective pitch 

rotor tip speed rat10 = V/m 

coefficient of viscosity of air 

air density 

air density at I.L.k., sea leve3 

relative air densiLy = p/p0 

relative rotor spee& = "/Cl, 

rotor speed 

standard rotor speed 



Appendix I 

i%m.nPlCS of PlrnninJ 

1.1 Tethered Hovm 

This example is based on a trial -hich was made on a small piston 
engined helicopter. The trial sites nere at Doscombe Dorm an& at Idris. 
Results mere required for the following conditions 

iieight 125G-1600 lb. 
Engane speed 2900 Z.P.?;. = R. 

Altitude o-y2oo ft. 
Temperature 1.S.I:. - I.&.& +25Oc. 

The operating conditions relevant to the test were 

llinimum take-off weight l,ii:h 30 minutes fuel, 1420 lb. 
&ximum permi>ted tension ia cable, 330 lb. 
(The tension in the cable was restricted to a figure such 
that the helicopter wei&t plus tine tension did not exceed 
the maximum overload i.U.7. of 1750 lb. Thus under no 
circumstances was there any advantage in flying at anything 
above the minimum t&e-off weight.) 
Engine speed ranse, 25OC-2900 R.?.II. = R 
Altitude, apprortietely sea level 

The parameters for this test are "/ow2 and p/ow3s, (w = R/no). The 

object is to test over the necessary ralxe of '!/ow2. The extremes of this 
range are 

Mtium "/ow2 , at maximum weight and 5000 ft., I.:..A. +25'C, = 1600 

0.767i12. 
= 2090 lb. 

EIinimum '/oW2, at minimum veiCht and I.Q.A., sea level, = JG22.2 = 1250 1'0. 
xi2 

Now, consider the values of "/ow2 which are likely to be available. 
It is necessary Lo assume values of cr for the test sites and these were chosw a; 
d = 1 for Bosoombe Down (I.:>. A.) and o = 0.936 for Idris (I.L~. +20°C). These 
values are well belou the maximum temperatures found at Bosoombe and Idri.s in 
August and September when the trials took place but were chosen to allow for the 
fact that the tests could only be made in sero mind conditions and these periods 
were most likely to ooour early in the morning when the temperatures wre com- 
paratively lou. The values of "/ow' available are then, using the full rotor 
speed rcmge, to = 0.563 - 1 (e&n, speed 2500-2900 R.P.X.) 

~ 
Boscombe Idris 

!.bxkmm AEL = 2730 - 175o 
1~0.86~ 

= 2510 
0.936x0.8632 . 

Minimum gig = 14.20 1420 

1X12 o.936d2 
= 1517. 

/Two 
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Two points may be noted. First, the minimum values available are well 

above that required: this is because t!le value of "/a2 = 1250 represents a 
case with only a pilot on board whereas for the test an observer must be 
carried as well. Secondly, the maximum values obtained assume that there 
will be enoug!l power available at the low engine speed necessary to sustain 

flight at hiCh values of iJ /ow2: this may not be the case, depending on the 
engine characteristics, but in tb& trial there was a net Cain in using the 
lower sneeds. In practice if a sufficiently large range of rotor speeds 
lower than that at which results are required is evailable this point causes 
no difficulty provided that the tests are m?d.e in conditions where the maximum 
power output in the area xhere results are required is available. In this 
case, this conditioa was met at Boscombe Down (I.@.:i., sea level) an3 all the 
results required could be obtained from these tests: the trial at Idris 
provided only confirmatory results. 

If the tests mere to have been made solely at Idris there nould be dwbt 
as to i-hat ran&e of values could be obtained rrith the enLine power available. 
It would be possible to predict this in advance only if the power output of 
the engine and the power required by the helicopter in i'ne test condition was 

knOl?Il. The accuracy of the prediction mould then depend on the accuracy of 
this information. In thir case, where the maximum pouer output occurs at sea 
level in &veil ambient conditions results would have certainly been available 
for temperatures greater or equal to the test condition at all altitudes. 

In general, if any doubt exists as to whether the required results rill 
be obtained, a site at which the engine gives maximum power will provide the 

highest value of "/ow2, if lack of polier i:, likely to be a limitation: 
otiemise, of course, a site with a lox air density will give hi& values of 
%I /oto2 and vice-versa. 

1.2 Level Plight 

This example is based on the same machine referred to in Section 1.1, 
that is, a small piston engined helicopter. Again trials mere to be made at 
Doscombe Down snd at Idris. The poner required in level fl&ht iras to be 
found for the conditions 

Veight 125~1600 lb. 
Engine speed 2700-2900 R.P.ii. (R. = 2900 R.P.X.) 

Altitude c-5000 ft. 
Temperature I.S.A. - I.':&. +25'C. 

All the tests were made over as large a speed range as possible and 
results mere required up to at least 70 Ms. Thus the possible altitude for 
the tests might have been limited by the forward speed available but, in fact, 
this was not so at the maximum altitude at +&oh tests mere made of 5OOC- 
6000 ft. The rotor sPeed range available corresponded to engine speeds of 
2500 to 2900 R.P.N. and, for planning purposes, it was assumed that temperatures 
at Boscccibe Down and Idris would correspond to I.'-.,:. +5oC. and 1.a.A. +25'C. 
respectively. As will be shown the minimum weight requirement of 1250 lb. 
could not be met because this case arises rrith only the pilot on board and 
for test purposes an observer had to be carried. The minimum practical 
wei@ for test purposes (xith 30 minutes fuel) v~as X20 lb. 

/The 
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The parameters chosen for the test were '/6(8, '/S, "/<0 and F/o. The 
envelope containin& all required combinations of "/s end "/tie is shown in 
Fig. A.1, and is formed from a series of rectangular e:lvelopes. Each of 
these show the combinations for the weight and rotor speed ranges, at one 
temperature condition and sltitude; four extreme cases, I.!,.A., sea level; 
1S.h. +25W, sea level; I.S.A., 5000 ft. and 1.S.A. +25oC., 5000 ft. are 
shown. 

In order to show what is likely to be possible another dia,ram 
(Fig. 11.2) was constructed shorin& the combinations of '"/6 and "/q3 ml~ich 
could be obtained under I.:,.& c5oC. and I. .;i. +25X. conditions. At any 
given altitude, 1WO and 5000 ft. are shown (loo0 ft. ws considered the 
minimum practical pressure altitude for this trial), the combinations 
available are contained in a rectangle &;hich is formed from the limiting 
values of weight and rotor speed. The complete envelope is then formed by 
all possible rectangles. It should be pointed out that in this example the 
extreme limit of maximum weight has been assumed available regardless of the 
operating altitude and, in fact, the fuel useC! to reach 5000 ft. was small 
enough to be neglected. If, honever, tests had been made at much hi&her 
altitudes an allowance for this factor would hcve been made when constructing 
the diagram. Also shown in Fig. A.2 is the envelope showzinC tine combinations 

of "/S end "/fls required. It can be seen that there is no possibility of 
obtaining results for the loner values of "/S. In the Practical range of 
"/S there is no difficulty in obtaining results at the lower values of "/Js: 
in fact sJ.1 the necessary flights could be made in I.<,.i. +5OC. conditions. 
This arises from the availability of rotor speeds lover than those specified 
for the results. At the higher values of "/fls there is a Cap kich can only 
be filled by flying in cooler conditions than I.'..L.. c5'C. Thus if a cool 
day occurred during the tests it would be north taking advantage of it to fill 
this corner of tie envelope. At the lolier velues of "/(0 there is a large 
area avsilable which is not required to obtain the desired results and there 
is normally no point in flying tests within this area. 

In order to show precisely what results nil.1 be obtained it is useful 
to dram one other diagram (Fig, A.4). This is obtained from Figs. A.1 and 
A.2 and shows in terzzs of nei&ht and cltituie whzt results will be available 
for I....A. snd 1.5.A. +25'C. conditions at 2700 and 2900 engine R.P.1':. In 
order to shon the method of obtaining Fi:;. A.4 parts of Figs. A.1 and A.2 have 
been redrawn in Fig. A.3. To obtain FiC. A&(a) consider FiCs. A.1 and L.3. 
At sea level results, for M engine speed of 2900 R.P.L are required for those 
oombinations of "/S and "/\re nhich lie on the line A, X2. Onl-~ those from 
Xl to X2 are available. Hence rrith b = 1 (sea level) the neiCht range for 
which results ten be obtnined is From 1550 to 1600 lb. Non at 5000 ft. the 
line on which results are required is 2, X3 and it is seen that tests can 
only be made to obtain the portion X4, X3: that is +fei@its of 1550 to 1600 lb. 
at I.S.A., 5000 ft. The lines correspon&n& to A, X2 and E, X3 if results are 
required for an engine speed of 2700 R.P.li. are D, Y2 and Y4, Y3. It sea 
level results between Yl and Y2 can be obtained while at 5000 ft. the iThole of 
Y4, Y3 is available. The shape of the line joining Yl end Y4 (Fig. A.4) must 
then be found and it may be obtained by join.in,p the points D and Y4 (Fig. A.3) 
by the appropriate ourve and considering the intersection Y5. At this point 

"/S = 1472 and, therefore, at an A.U. i. of 1250 lb., 6 = 0.040: hence on 
Fig. &4(a) Y5 is at 4500 ft. The remaining oases shown in Fi;. A.4 are 
obtained in a similar manner: the appropriate points are sho?m in Fig. A.3. 

/It 
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It is seen (from Fig, A.4) that veils little information till be obtained 
for fli;ht in I.:LA. conditions at 29oC LP.11. with tests being ma6.g in con- 
ditions no cooler than I. ..L +5'C. an& this emphasises the need to take 
advmtage of any cool neather durin; the kid. For interest the line showing 
how the resul-h moul& be exteded by testing in I.',.A. conditions is shown in 
Fib. A.&(a). 

Finally it 1s necessary to decide et what values of "/b an& "/<8 tests 
should be flown. Referring to Fig. A.2 it is desirable to cover a reLGt"e of 
"/S from the minimum obtainable to the maximum required. The values chosen 
were 1500, 1700 anil 1900: three values beiv considered the minimum number 
to alloy interpolation. At each value of "/S flichts were made at tw values 

of "/Jo and in order to plot the results the values of "/J@ must be the ssme 
for each value of “/b. Thus the me&mum value i~as chosen as "/fi8 = 1 since 
althouGh it is possible to fl, 71 at a hi;i:er value at the highest value of 
'yb, at ';b = 1500 even "/<8 = 1 implies choosin; a ds.y sli:hh"dy cooler than 
1.b.R. +5'C. for this particular test. The lwer value of "/& was c!lcsen 
as 0.89. These values nere appropnete to temperate flyiw but, oLvlousl.y 
it was not possjXe to fly at "/\re = 1 in I&is. Thus for the tropical 
flying "/Je = 0.96 end 0.89 were used.. Since the value of 0.89 was used 
in both temperate an& tropical conirltions the results would bo expected ko 
agree exactly and thus provide a chec!<, and aosumin,-a that this :Tas the case 
the results at 0.96 could be used nith the tempcrzte results to provide 
data at three vslues of "/Jo for cross ylottins. 

1.3 Vertical Cj&m 

The trid. w5ll be planned for a h7ypothetlcz.l helicopter bearin; some 
resemblsnce to the 'Scout'. Vertical rates of climb are repired at maximum 
available power for the followizq coditions 

1. Altitude, O-7000 ft. 

2. Yeight, L@O-5500 lb. 

3. Temperature, I. ..A. - I.:.:. +30°C. 

Ic. Rotor speed, 400 R.P.X. 

All up wei@.s of 3700-5500 lb. and a rotor speed range of j3C-400 ?.?,;I. 
till be assumed ovtilable. The tests till t&e the form of reduced ?oaer 
verticals e~ti it dll be assumec that Ge tests dll be n.de in still air or, 
slternstively, corrections are wallable to rduce results obtained in 1iCht 
winds to still sir values. 

For convenience the performance at three conditions of temperature, 
correqondin; to ?. )..,, 1. ,.L +15oC. 2nd I.. .A. +3OoC. wdl be investigated, 
but any numbei, of intermediiate Taints could easily be included. 

/First 
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First it is necessary to consider the power emih3le in the various 
climatic conditions for which results are required. From mcnufaoturers curves 
or from the results of prior engine calibragon tests a table, shown below, 
may be drawn up shoninC the po'ier available at a convenient number of altitudes 
and temperatures, together uith the type of engine limitation in each case. . 
The relative density, Q, is slso not& for each point. 

[ Type of ih$ne 
Limitation 1 Torque ! Torque i Temperature 1 

Table 1. Poner Available and Relative Density 

Thus for I.';.A. and I.'>.h. +15'C. the engine is torque limited and the 
po'ers quoted correspond to l&O R.R.P.I< 
I.?..& csooc. 

A temperature limitation applies at 

The parsmeters '/ok* and '/aw3 nil1 be used to define the flight 
conditions for Ule vertical cltic tests and the next step is to obtain an 
envelope which will contain all the combinations of "/m* and "/a3 for which 
test results must be obtained to cover the ranges of ihe dimensional parametera 
for which rates of climb are required. 

A di.aCram shouin:, the envelope of the non-dimensionsl parameters for 
three different temperatures is shown in Fig. A.5. If the form of this 
diagram is not obvious for sny particular example, it may be obtained from _ 
the type of Teble sho?m belo?. Par eaoh temperature the weight and power 
parameters corresponding to a ran;e of altitudes c4 nei.bhtS are calculated 
and set do9n in a systematic fesnion: 

/Table 2 
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-- 

Table 2. Non-dimensional Parameters 

. . 
I The limits or "/cm* and '/ou3 are seen to be 4000, 7530 uld 685, 091 

respectively. These results ma;' now be used to construct FiG. A.5. Elate that 
;the 'sides of the I.Q.L. +30°C. envelope are curves due to the engine character- 
Istics. 

Fig. A.5 shows the combinations of "/,x0* sn& "/uw3 for whick It is 
necessary to obtain results in order to predict performance in I.S.L., I.C..:. 
c15oc. or 1.S.L +joOC. conStions. It is non necessary to find out either 
(a) the chzractenstics of a site or sites which will allor these tests to be 
made or (b) what results will be availeble if tests we made in given ambient 
conditions. 

Starting mith (a), assume for the moment that the characteristics of a 
isite to obtain results ior I.:<.!-. conditions are requires. As a star-ting 

point the maximum value of Q for which the highest values of "/ow* and "/ow' 
can be obtained rrill be found. A lor:er value of d mould allow the highest 

values of "/ow2 ad "/CR? to be obtained but noul& reduce the possibility of 

covering the loner wlues of "/WI' and '/ow3. From Pig. A.5 the hi&e& 

value of "/uw* is 6800 snd therefore CT = '/68OCw*. The highest vslue of 
Uis nith the lowest rotor speed (U = 0.95) ad t!xe hi:,hest weight, 5500 lb. 

Then u = 0.897. The highest vdue of '/m3 is @.+7 and hence U = '/84+7w3. If 

the engine is torque limited P = 685~ sna d = 6a%Lm2. At the lotTest rotor 
speed cis again 0.897: the fact that the relative density is the same for 

/the 
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the highest values of both '/otj2 and '/ow3 arises from the engine being torque 
limited in both the stendarii condition anG in the test condition. If the engine 
is not torque limited the power available rvill &pen&on eltitude and this case 
will be considered separately. 
for d = o.sy’. 

The limits of "/ow2 in+ P/m3 may nom be found 

Thus Me* yQQ)' = 55"/0.897 x 0.95~ = 6tN0, Efinimum "/(no2 = 37"/0.897 x $,; 

EI;L&&m ym3 = 685 x 0.95 /0.897 x 0.953 = 847, Hinimum '/m3 = 0 

It is now necessary to establish rrhich combinations of these parameters 
cau be flown within the permissible weight and mtor speed ranges. Results are 
shonn (Fig. A.6) superimposed on the envelones shown in Fig. A.5. Fig. A.6 may 
be constructed as follow.. Consitier tiie he on vkich the m&.mum value of 
"/oto2 is constant (i.e.':/ow2 = 6800). On this line w = 0.95 and the maximum 
value of '/072 is 847. Non consilier the line of constant '/otu3 = a.7 on which 
w = 0.95. The miniinum value of '/aw2 = 
consitier the line of constant /L 

37"/0.897 x 0.952 = 4570. Next 
- p 3 = 685 (this being the minimum velue'of 

'/cm3 required). l'he rotor speed may take any value within the permitted 
range cati therefore the minimum value of "/ok' = 3700/0.897 x l2 = lJ20. Finally 
consider the line o? constent "/atu2 = 4120: on this line w = 1 anil therefore . 
the maximum value of '/ow 3 - 665/0.8y' x l3 = 766. - These points then define tie 
envelope of available combinations of parameter? et v = 0.897. 'It can be 
seen from Fig. A.6 thet the possible combinations r&l1 alloy the prediction of 
results for most I. J. condition: only those I.Z.A. cases in the shaded area 
to the left of the line A-B are excluded. To see exactly what combinations 
of weight end Ldtild.e are not covered it is usePul to construct another 
diagram (Fig. A.7(a)) shor!inC the boundcry of results obtainable in the I.:,..l. 
condition. This boundary corrsspo+ to the relevant boundary on Fig. A.6, 
that is the intersections of the boundary lines showing,what values of "J/ow' ard 

'/ oto3 are available rith the envelope contating the required combinations of 
these parameters. It shows for exactly what combinations of altitude and weight, 
results can be obtained for 1.Zj.A. conditions by flying at u = 0.897 mith the 
engine torque limited. Fig. A.7 idicates that it-will also be possible to 
obtain some results apalicable to I.',..>. +15oC. end I.:.>,. +30X.; their extent 
is shown in Fi,rs. A.7(b) and A.~(c),. 

FiC. A.6 also she!-s that it is not necessary'to test at cl1 conkinations 
of the weight ad power Jnrameters: orily those rhich lie within the I. >.A. 
boundary if only I.L. A. results are reqhred, etc. 

As yet only the relative Leasity of the trial site has been c?efined: 
Translating this into combinations of altj tude anti temperature R site at 
3600 ft., I.,:.A. or 1900 ft., I. ,..;. +15OC. etc. nould be suitable. 
Obviously it nil1 not usually be possible to find R site which meets these 
requirements exactly but having selected en optlnum it is a simple matter to 
predict the ren&e of results obtainable nt any site. In general a hotter 

/zna/or 
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and/or higher site (lower relative density) uill yield results at high weights/ 
altitudes aa vice-versa. These remarks only, so far, apply to sites where 
the engine is torque limited. To see the effect if some other limitation 
applies at the trial site consir.er a site at 300 ft., I.S.S. *30°C. The 
relative density is 0.897 as before but the power available is reduced to 
673 X.P. Cince, however, the engine ~3.11 still be torque limited at low 
rotor speeds (380 r.r.p.m. r 651 H.P.) the existing envelope on Fig. A.5 nil1 
be valid at rotor speeds less than 393 r.p.m. Chaa,es for rotor speeds above 
this value are shonn on Pig. A.6 and it is seen t!let there will be no change 
in the results obtained. This is, however, not a general result and each 
case must be examined separately. 

If it is considered necessary to obtain results for the I.S.A. 
conditions not a1read.y covered i.e. ion weights combined with lou eltitudes, 

a second site must be found to enable "/ow' = I+000 to be obtained. Suitable 
sites till be discilssed at a later stage. 

A site condition to allow a oomplete set of results to be obtained at 
I.i..A. +15OC. ca? be found in the same way as that for the I.S.A. case. IS 
for the 1.Y.A. condition, the entine is torque limited and as no new points 
emerge this case vill not be examined in detail. 

To obtain results for the hi;h weight, high altitude region at I.T.A. 
'+30°C. an even smaller relative density of 0.81 is needed and in this case is 

'defined by the matimum value of "/m2 (7530) required. Results are shorn 
for this case assuming full (torque limited) 
site at 3650 ft.,~.'.. . +30%. (i.e. u = 0.81 P 

oner available, and also for a 
where the engine is temperature 

!limited. In this case the power avail.-ble is 642 K.P. and the engine is 
temperature limited over the entire rotor speed range. Hence the maximum 
value of the :,oner parameter is s1i;htJ.y reduced but since the relative densiQ 

~was defined by the required value of "/otu2 there is a large reserve margin for 

'/ma3 and no results are effected. 

( 
Two specific cases will now be considered. First, testing at Uris 

assumed pressure altituie, 400 ft.) where a temperature ran,:e corresponding 
to 1.S.A. +1ooc. to I. >.I.. +25OC. is .avail?ble &n-in, the day. I. -,.A. +25oc. 
pt 400 ft. corresponds to c = 0.908 and the engine is torque limited. In 
Fig. A.7 the lines drawn for cr = 0.897 mill give a good indication of the 
results avzilable and it is seen that full altitude coverage cannot be obtained 
for any of the smbient temperatures shonn. No tests, apart from checkin;, are 
needed at u< 0.308 but, in fact, at I.' .A. +lO°C. (Q = 0.957) a large part of the 
range of non-dimensional parsmeters can be tested. The lines appropriate to 
u = 0.957 are shoun in Fig. A.7. 

If a trial were being pl-anned the next step, having obtained and accepted 
an oversll view of what results can be obtained, might be to select the combi- 
nations of parameters at nhich it is desirable to obtain results on the trial. 
The folloming list might be appropriate in this case and has been drawn up 
using Fig. A.7. -here it is possible, the test values exceed the required 
values slightly. 
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Of these all to the left of the solid line cLan be flown at 1.C.A. +lO°C. 
The combinations shonn represent a minimum, and more may be neoessary 
especially in regions where the performande is marginal. Obviously results 
would be plotted at the trial site and tests florin 05 necessary. It KOuld 
be useful to prepare in odvanoe a table shorrin;: what com3inations of parameters 
could be flown at any given smbient temperature. 

In addition, flight data, showing the variation of rotor speed and powar 
with weight, must be available for each combination of the non-dimensional 
parameters to be tested. 

The second example Ml1 be testing in France where a range of airfields 
are available at various altitudes up to loo00 ft. Tuo site temperatures 
corresponding to I:,+. and I.S.A. +15OC. will be considered. Taking I.S..i. 
first; to cover the hi& neiCht, 'altitude 'corner' of the I.$j.i. +30oC. 
requirement u = 0.810 is needed, which correspond5 to a height of 7COO ft. 
In order to ellorr for the low weight, altitude condition 0.975 243 0.905, and 
the corresponding sltitui;es are 900 ft. to 3300 ft. Thus two test sites are 
needed, one at or near 7CCO ft. and one bekeen 900 ft. and 3300 ft. The 
high altitude site could be hi&her than 7000 ft. but if it is the requirement 
for the second site will be altered. In i.3.L. +15OC. conditions the 
corresponding sltituties are 5200 ft. for one nite and from sea level to 
1.600 ft. for the second. 

If it is impossible to vary the rotor speed of a partiylcr helicopter 

the trial must be planned using different parameters, a /a and P+,3/2. The 
basic method will be similar to that described for the-variable speed rotor 
machine and results for the same helicopter as used hitherto are shovm in 
Figs. A.8, A.9, A.10 and A.ll. These are for the sane values of u used in 
previous cases to emphasise the d.ifferences in the ranges of results obtainable. 
It is seen that far fewer results are avsilable for a given value of d and in 
no case can results for all the I .,,,.A. +15oC. altitudes or I.,.A. +jOoC. con- 
ditions be obtained, at the same relative densiLy a5 that rhen the rotor s?eed was 
variable. Another point of interest is thct once the engine cannot supply the 
msximum permitted torque at the nominal rotor speed the results are effeoted 
immediately since the rotor speed cannot be reduced. Results of this are 
shown in Fig. A.11 for the 1.S.A. +3CY%. test sites considered for the variable 
rotor speed case; the appropriate lines have been omitted from Fig. A.9 for. 
clarity, but are of similar form ta those ahocm. 
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A K&hod of Cd$ulatiK< the Effect of a Chaa -A 
A.U.n. on Vertical Limb Performance _-*- ---I1Y-- 

This calculation 
verticels' is plarraec 
Jyhat change of weight 
A.U.>r. to its ncmin~d. 
for this test are 

is necessary when a test consisting of reduced power 
for a helicopter with a. fixed rotor speed, to assess 
can be permitted before ballasting (to restore the 
value) is necessary. The non-dimensional parameters 

and rewriting equation (6) with V = 0 

r + 

~=$+~+~Pc f13R3 As 
c"> 

- 3/2 
a cD A.1 

-e-$=k 'h ="D='($) 

Solving the induce& velocity equation sncl substituting into A.1 

Two cases will non be ccnsidared 
1 

(1) If +- >> ($Tj2.- This is usually true when the rate of climb 
0 

is less than 500 et./min. Then for two conditions, suffix 1, 2 the change of 

Vc at constant pzbr3'2 is 

~assuming that k remains constant. CD is a function of '/a and may be known. 
If it is not known there are two alternatives. First, CD may be assumed 

'V& 
constant: this results in a larger change of -% than actually occurs since 

VF- 
CD falls as "/d decreases, en& this is, theretore, a sefe course. Secondly, 
an empirical formula may be used. These are usually of the form CD = constant 

/+ f 
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+ f (ZJ afi one typical of a 12:: thick symmetticfil section is CD = 0.00883 t 

0.0126 -. E 
( > 

2 

pof?R2A* O- 
. A safe course is to assume a drag 10 or 20,: larger 

then that given by sny sph formula since this simply increases by the same 

amount the change of 'oo2/+ for a given change of "/J. 

(2) If &- 
l $2 

is not large compared with I;. - . 
( > 

It is then difficult to 
0 mz 

treat equation A.2 $n ;he ray shown above and the best method is to difk'erentiate 

mca2/m2> 
A.2 to obtain-. Then for changes of "/d not exceeding 5,. it may 

be assumed tint . ' ' 

Again some knowledge of the blade drag is necessary and the suggestions .n 
made above still 

For CD = 0.00883 

Ob 
apply. 

D If the drag is assumed constant- = 0. 
a('/4 

+ 0.0126 

acD - = 0.0252 f--&--2 l :* a (“/cd 
If changes a? '/tin excess of 5'; are considered equation A.4 is no longer 

vnli~ and the f"xm 

A.5 

should be used. From A.2 
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and from the equation for blade drag quoted. above 

a2cn 

a(ir/c)* 
= o-o252 ($py- * 

Since there is little extrn 70x-k involved in eveluatiw the second 
differential coefficient once the first has been found it is probably 

worthwhile to check its value even if the change in '//dis less than 5,;. 
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TRIALS FOR A SMALL PISTON ENGINED HELICOPTER WITH VARIABLE 
ROTOR SPEED, 8. W/S, “/& CONSTANT. 
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